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In those early years of the adobe museum the floors
were mostly dirt and everything would get terribly
dusty. I would help my mom sweep the dirt, clear the
spider webs and then clean the glass display cases beCosta Mesa Historical Society founding member and
long-time Diego Sepulveda Adobe docent Helen Vidal fore opening the museum to visitors on Sunday afterHumphreys passed away on September 30, 2021 at the noons. In the winter, the building was especially cold,
age of 94. In the early 1960s, Helen was approached by damp and dark. On occasion we would bring an oldLucy Pinkley to join the first Adobe restoration project. style tall drip coffeemaker along with us to offer a hot
Over the years, Helen served on the board and as a vol- beverage to visitors. The lighting in the adobe was very
weak making it difficult to read the information in the
unteer and became a passionate voice for the Estancia
and the Society. Fellow volunteers recall her boundless display cases. I remember memorizing some of the inenergy and knowledge of local history. Donations in her formation so that I could tell visitors what the displays
memory may be made to the Costa Mesa Historical So- were about.
This was all about the time I studied California history
ciety, Helen Humphreys Fund, PO Box 1764, Costa
in elementary school. The museum brought that history
Mesa, CA 92628.
alive for me. I was fascinated by the lace veils
(mantillas) and ornate fan combs women used in the
The following article was provided by one of Helen’s
early California period. There were so many interesting
daughters.
items in the adobe I never got bored looking at the collections.
Early years of the Adobe Museum

Helen Vidal Humphreys
September 15, 1927 - September 30, 2021

My mom knew some wonderful stories about the lives
of families in the early days of Orange County and
As a child growing up in Costa Mesa in the 1960s, I re- those who visited often engaged
member spending many a Sunday afternoon at the
in long conversations about
Diego Sepulveda Adobe at Estancia Park. The adobe as their own family’s stories. My
we called it was a cold, stark brown building with a col- mother seemed to know that
orful red tile roof sitting along on a bluff overlooking
there were others also hungry to
the Santa Ana River. Looking in the other direction was learn more about the region’s
the rapidly emerging neighborhood of Mesa Verde.
history – and to preserve that
history - before the bulldozers
My mother’s passion was early California history, the
spawned by a ferocious building
history of her family, and she spent many hours cleaning and organizing the adobe to share with curious visi- boom would nearly erase it. For
her, the adobe museum was pertors.
sonal, some of the items there
I say curious visitors because the adobe was very much had been in her family for gena work in progress, a diamond in the rough, and it came erations. She was particularly
El Camino Real Bell
Denise Humphreys Bebbington

Promoting and preserving Costa Mesa’s history is our mission.
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Society Elections

Helen Through the Years

November is the month for election of Officers and Board
members of the Historical Society. Any member of the
organization can be a candidate for any position. If you
are interested in being a candidate please contact us by
November 17.
Officers:

Board Members:

President: Barbara Steck

Mary Ellen Goddard

1st Vice President
(Programs): Bob Palazzola

Cindy Humpreys,

2nd Vice President
(Membership) No candidate
Secretary: Estelle Hughes

Helen working on
display inside adobe

Helen and Mary Ellen

Dave Rusher.
Note: There are currently 2 or more open
positions on the Board

This year’s candidates are as follows:
Timeline
The Costa Mesa Historical Society was founded in 1966
and is 55 years old this year. Some interesting and historic things were in the news that year, have a look at
these highlights:
Miranda Rights becomes law.
Star Trek and Batman shows debut on TV.
The movie Dr. Zhivago premiers.
Simon and Garfunkel release “Sounds of Silence”
There is a space race between the USA Gemini and
USSR Luna programs.
A new car costs $2650.00.

Decorating the adobe for Christmas are
l to r : Doris Sutter-Morlett, Betty Beecher,

Gas is $0.32 per gallon. YES, 32 cents per gallon.
A new home costs $14,200.00
Mini Skirts and Men’s Velour shirts are in fashion.
New SAAAB Exhibit at Heroes Hall
The second floor of Heroes Hall has been closed for
months to revise the SAAAB exhibit. New exhibits and
information has been added as well. The Costa Mesa

Shop with us on Amazon

Above: Helen Humphreys discusses the interior of the
Diego Sepulveda Adobe with Elveca Gravageau. A

Every time you start your order with Amazon Smile,
Amazon will donate to the Costa Mesa Historical Society - at no cost to you. Visit costamesahistory.org/smile
before making your next purchase. You can use your

GOT GHOSTS?
Yes, Halloween has just passed, but we think you’ll still
enjoy this article by one of our members:
I recently watched a documentary on the history of Halloween, some of which I knew having been raised a
Catholic. November 1st is All Souls Day also known as
All Saints Day. The day before would be All Hallows Eve
(All Hallowtide) which eventually becomes Halloween.
In the Catholic church All Souls Day began by setting
aside a day dedicated to remembering the dead including
the saints (hallows), the martyrs and the faithful departed.
Celtic harvest festivals and pagan rituals were merged
into this day of celebration to incorporate the people’s
already established beliefs.
The real story is why? Why is October the month that the
veil between this world and the underworld begins to become thin enough to cross over into or out of for the living and the dead?
It is actually a simple answer. It is the crossover from
light to dark. October is the month that the days begin to
be shorter and nights longer. The harvest of the
Summer and Fall crops are sold or put up for the long
dark days of winter. All the rituals we hold as sacred and
fun for the celebration begin with ancient knowledge and/
or superstitions of our ancestors. However, we only had a
person’s word to go by.
Now, we have the latest electronics in audio and video
recording devices to capture the things that go bump in
the dark of night or the light of day. We have the “reality”
ghost hunting TV shows to show us how to find our
hauntings and rout them out of our homes. At this point,
folks usually find their way to the local historical society.
That is where we, the Costa Mesa Historical Society
come in.
We are not paranormal investigators; however, we do
have the tools available to the public if you want to
launch your own investigation. We can provide use of our
public computer with searchable databases to help you
with any subject. Old phone books, news articles, yearbooks just to name a few.
I have had several citizens reach out to us for information
on their haunted house. I collect these stories of Haunted
Costa Mesa (all will remain anonymous) and try to find
historical evidence. These stories are the windows to our
history and city lore behind the veil, haunted or otherwise.
Contact us at the Costa Mesa Historical Society if you
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